A GUIDE TO TESTING "PSYCHIC SURGEONS"
This guide sets out some simple tests to use when testing
people claiming to be psychic surgeons.
If there are such people able to conduct psychic surgery
to remove diseased tissue or disease-causing material using only
their bare hands they should have no objection to being tested
under vigourous conditions.
Fake or bogus psychic surgeons will strenuously object to
scientific controls or testing.
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Obtain full written medical reports on the patients
condition and X-Rays taken as close as possible to the operation.
Read references list~overleaf for details of common tricks
and sleight of hand techniques used.
Obtain a book on sleight of hand techniques and practise
them and observe magicians on the television and at shovrs for use
of sleight of hand.

- - --2.....At._-the- -operation.
Bring your own towels and cotton wool to be handed to
surgeon just before operation starts. Check under ta 1)le, or adjacent
furniture for possible hiding places. Ask surgeon to leave cigarette
boxes away from table.
Try to have the patient wear thin bathing suits or appear
nude as many fake sugeons hide the alleged tissue in folds of the
patient•s clothing.
Offer to act as assistant to hand over towels and cotton
wool and wipe away blood.
Offer to make payments or 11 donations 11 after the operations
have all been completed. Does your medical practitioner ask for
pre-payment?
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Ask the psychic surgeon to approach the patient with hands
apart and palms upwards. Check sureeon•s finger nails for slivers
of razor blades. Check for false finger or thumb tips, finger
stalls, plastic containers in palm of hand.
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Check the surgeon is not merely making a depression and
doubling his fingers over. Switch sides of the table to be on
the palm side of the hand. watch for misdirection, finser flicking
and palming.
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The blood may be the patient•s own produced by using a sliver
of razor blade in the surgeon's finger or thumb nails. watch
for finger flicking to make a light incision. watch for the trick
of covering the incision with a coin, placing a candle or burning
cotton on top of the coin then placing a glass over the flame. This
merely uses a vacumn produced to draw out blood from an incision.
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The blood may be human blood from another person, animal
or a mixture of Burnt Sienna & Carmine water colour paints.
for the surgeon kneading a membrane held in the palm or
the finger of one hand to enter the fist of the other hand to
a membrane or plastic bag containing blood & tissue.

------------6. Production of "tissue"

The tissue may be palmed in, dropped into the incision
or depression, transferred from hiding. place on patient or surgeon
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or introduced by an assistant.

------~-~--~------ ----------7. Placing items into the body to be withdrawn elsewhere

This is a variation used by some surgeons including Josephine
Sison. rt involves very simple sleight of hand and pe.lming and is
described in virtually all good books on sleight of hand.
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Arrange for the patient to collect his blood and his tissue
for later examination. If the surgeon refuses point out it is
supposed to belong to the patient. If neccessary use your sleight of
hand skills to collect your own tissue and your OYm blood.
Obtain full written reports and post-operation X-Rays to
compare with those of before the operation
9. Testing the promoters
.---------------.....

Ask all those involved in recruiting people for journeys to
the Phillipines to sign statutory declarations that they are convinced
the surgeon is genuine and that they are not receiving any financial
benefit.
Ask to view any films shown by the promoters in slow motion
film is
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This guide is not copyright and should he reproduced by any means
and given to any person going to the Philippines for psychic surgery,
so that they ca.n give it to Fraud Squads, consumer Affairs and
Medical Authorities with their report on the particular psychic
surgeon they observed.
Send a copy of any observations to Australian Skeptics, Box 1555P,
GPO Melbourne Australia 3001.

